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Abstract: In this announcement basic characteristics of Greek bibliography on School Libraries are being presented and proposed directions are being suggested these libraries to apply/use. Furthermore our analysis focuses on the libraries educational role and their relation with the School teachers. At the same time, some of the main characteristics of the School Libraries in Greece are being provided.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The School Library institution (SL here on), or the Library Media Centre as it is called today, it’s being characterised by the legislation defining its operation on the one hand and by the way it appears as a reality within the school on the other hand. SL is being also characterized by its (pre) history which, according to what we’ve just referred to, can be described through two kinds of studies: the one of the history of legislation and the state policy concerning the making and the function of SLs and the studying the history of their way of the real operation within the educational status of the time.

Reviewing the relevant to SLs Greek bibliography we realize that there are some titles/books dealing with the two above mentioned Histories of the Greek SLs.

II. MAIN BODY: DATA ANALYSIS AND SUGGESTIONS

Although some of the SLs’ characteristics may be studied by the researcher in and indirect, more external way - meaning it is not a necessity for personal contact or experience - as for the daily operation of the SLs is concerned (mostly through the methods of historic research and analysis of resources, archives and other facts), their operational and educational reality cannot be defined differently but only through on the spot or direct observation - that is from the inside. And that is exactly what the topic of this analysis. There is therefore a direct need to approach the SLs’ operation –as done in some other countries– with plenty of empirical and of quality researches and ways and methods used in social sciences. That is by setting questionnaires, participant observation, interview, used in social anthropology mostly and interview, which is of course being used in a wider range of the social sciences and psychology. And apparently these interviews should be given by SLs’ supervisors, the students-users of the them and the teachers of those schools having SLs. The reason we have not used the term “librarians” instead of “supervisors” is because there are not any specialist librarians in Greece, at least in public schools and in some private ones. There are only some teachers that are in charge of their operation but without having received any adequate knowledge in Library Science! It should also be noted that from the 4101 schools of secondary education existing until June 2011 –as this number has now being reduced by the Ministry of Education-, only 765 of them have got SLs! (Primary schools’ SLs operate off the record.)

Such research methods as above mentioned have not been used until today –in Greece-, on essays about SLs. And that is an important blank which can be covered though by generating relevant to SLs graduate and post-graduate essays from Library Science students. It can also be covered by contacting researches of the action research type by the people working in SLs themselves. That way, their operation will probably improve, as the target of every such research is to interfere into the reality under investigation in order to improve it.

Since referred to students’ essays there are the following to note whereas the graduate essays by the
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17 For direct observation and research on the spot (also called fieldwork), G. Marshall (1996), 182 and D. Jary, J. Jary (1995), 233
18 An interesting quality research concerning the American SLs in J.K. Howard (July 2010)
21 http://el.wikipedia.org/wiki/%CE%A3%CF%87%CE%B1%CE%B9%CE%BA%CE%AE_%CE%B2%CE%B9%CE%BF%CE%B8%CE%AE_%CE%BA%CE%B7
22 That however happens in others countries as well e.g. the USA [A. D. Ewbank [March 2011]], http://www.pi-schools.gr/library/pi-lib/ekthesi/ekthesi_oecabi.htm
students of the sections of Library science are concerned two in TEI Athens and Thessalonika and one in Ionion University in which there is a Post-Graduate Studies Course: in the Library science department of Thessalonika out of the 212 essays up today – all of which can be found on the net – only two are about SLs.25 Accordingly, in Ionion University out of the 421 essays – none of them exists on the net - only five graduate ones concern SLs and none dissertation.26 This poverty in essays on SLs is expected as in TEI of Thessalonika and in Ionion University there is no class concerning directly and/or exclusively SLs. In TEI of Athens though where there is a class on SLs and from 2010 it is about them and only, and there have been generated four at least essays relevant to SLs and there are two more going.

So what is the case in Greece as far as the study of the clearly educational part of SLs is concerned both in the past and now? Are we familiar with the level of usage in the past and mainly with whether and how much are SLs being used today by the teachers for teaching their classes and giving work to their pupils? Has there been a survey on whether SLs’ books are being used by the teachers in order to prepare their class, to show something to their students during the lesson or to receive some special scientific or pedagogical knowledge and probably some knowledge of psychology and teaching? Have there been empirical researches27 (with quantitative-statistic elements, with questionnaires,28 interviews,29 or with the method of participant observation) regarding their users and the kind of this use? Has the kind and the content of books being borrowed by students depending on their age and on the school they attend, public or private, elementary, high school, general and Vocational high school?30 Interesting would also be recording the kind of books borrowed by those, unfortunately few, teachers who actually use SLs.

Has therefore the current bibliography clues on how often and how many students or teachers borrow (or borrowed – if the research concerns the past) books from their school’s library?31 Has it concluded in lending material indicators which show the number of borrowed books per student depending on the registered ones in the SL or the total number of the school’s students? Are there elements on the profile of the students borrowing books in the past or now? Has the school performance of the students borrowing books often or systematically ever been looked into, so that to check whether it has improved?32 Has there been a research showing the specialities and the age of those teachers using SL or borrowing more often or more books from it and the content of most of them? (The answer of course is negative since SLs’ operation has rarely and only been regional subject of library and educational research.) But even if they had – more possibly during pre or post graduate essays – how many have been published in a scientific magazine?

What must be studied more though is not the SLs’ educational role generally but more particularly: their relation to the role and the operation of every specific kind of school supporting each one of these. That is, the degree and the way related to every SL’s operation with the educational work of the school and more specifically a) with the teachers’ teaching methods and ways b) with the content of school subject’s teaching material, c) with the content of the educational programs offered off schools’ daily timetable (mainly cultural programs, health education, environmental training) and d) with the needs of the several school activities such as school celebrations, or even theatrical plays.

No doubt of course that it is not easy to make general conclusions out of every such research for the majority of SLs, as these are being contacted under special circumstances and concern only the particular SL under investigation, as it is known, in Greece at least, that almost every SL operates in their own way! And that is because a) not all SLs have got the same technological infrastructure, same premises and material to use, c) SLs’ supervisors do not have the same cooperation with the teachers of the schools they are in and d) the Greek Ministry of Education is not giving the proper attention to SLs, so that to settle the institutional and organizational way of their daily operation. Beyond that though it is a fact that for every SL the operation is being defined by what is called (educational and administrative) culture of the school they operate in.33 While at the same time the special way of their operation is also defined by the kind of school which they concern e.g. primary, high school, vocational, public or private.

26 http://spreadsheets.google.com/pub?key=0AnW3cfT0UPDdDRUNhKZ0J6OOp2SDExdDmueUOX0E&gid=2
27 On which researches we call here for and/or exclusively SLs.
28 Relevant research in the USA using questionnaire, answered by students users of SL, S. R. Crow (March 2011).
29 Relevant research in the USA among using other methods the interview, A.D. Ewbank (March 2011).
30 We refer herefor to the investigation of the students’ reading preferences, especially the ones who are SLs users. Some opinions on the students’ preferences as a result from relevant researches we read in I. Aggelis (1976), 40-42, 72 and in B.X. Charalamposopoulu (1963), 159-162. There are also three researches published referring also to children’s reading preferences but do not concern SLs’ books. These are one of Kazazi, and two of EKEBI. (See in References.)
31 The only relevant research concerning the SLs’ lending operation and was published is one in 2000 and its numbers were announced in a Workshop realised on 13/1/01 by P.E. Petrakis - P.E. Petrakis (2001), 48-49
32 For researches abroad http://www.iasl-online.org/advocacy/make-a-difference.html
33 And that is not only due to the different profile among them but also to that not all teachers deal with SL in the same way.
34 Relevant American research, J. K. Howard (July 2010).
vocational school, public or private. (Note that there have been serious differences even between SLs operating in the same kind of schools.)

So what actually needs to be studied – both with the qualitative and the quantitative researches35– is the degree up to which the SLs support, reinforce or broaden the work of the school teachers.

In addition, there are not clues neither on how many teachers teach, at least once a year within the SL (using fully the technological infrastructure or the printed and the rest of its material) nor on how often they do so. And also there not clues on how much and how many students and teachers work with SLs’ personnel for a specific teaching aim or scheme in any way, permanently or some times the year.

Apart from the lack of above mentioned elements, the most intense wondering as far as the SLs are concerned is whether their way of operating, their material36 and also their infrastructure, even their interior, consorts with the new believes about Teaching37 and with all those the Ministry knows that should the teachers use during their educational work. But in order to achieve such fellow operation between SL and the new teaching methods the SL’s supervisor must be familiar with these methods adequately.38 (The relation between the librarian’s work in a SL with the several teaching methods, occurs from a note by Marie Keen Shaw according to which SL’s personnel can in a privileged way to promote the modern and well known cross thematic teaching method/interdisciplinary teaching.39) We are not certain though that all working in SLs today know these methods, as we do not also know whether all those teaching in Greek schools are adequately familiar with them as well…Therefore it is necessary all those working in SLs along with the teachers to be trained on such methods. (While of course students of Library Science should be informed as well.40) Besides, only if both sides have common knowledge of Teaching they will be in position to work with each other effectively, so that SL will be able to perform its maximum as far as its primary target to operate as a place of education. (Besides an SL librarian always functions as an educator.)41

Just before concluding the following should be mentioned: one of the basic primary aims of the SL is to cultivate the love of reading into students. Because SLs develop activities, which are not necessarily the same, promoting this love – e.g. operation of reading club – it is proper to investigate and record them42 as well. While the next stage of these activities’ relevant studying is their evaluation based, among others, on the pedagogical science’s data.

III. CONCLUSIONS

Closing we note that research on SLs should not only be done mainly according to the methods of the social sciences but also in relation to Teaching and Pedagogical sciences. Besides, what makes a SL different from any other Library is the adjective “school”. And anything concerning School by definition relates to Teaching as well as to Pedagogical, word that comes from the Greek word “pedi” meaning child.
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